Floor Maintenance Pads

Cleaner Floors.
Cleaner Environment.

Floor Pads and Accessories
A Complete Solution for Floor, Hand and Utility Pads

When the floors in your facility look worn down and dull, everyone entering your facility notices. Using the right floor pad is a critical component for any facility's floor care maintenance program. Pro-Link offers a complete line of floor pads - in round, rectangular and trapezoid shapes - to ensure your floors always look great:

- Stripping
- Burnishing
- Buffing, Cleaning & Scrubbing
- Specialty Pads
  - Twister™ Diamond Cleaning Pads
  - Maroon Wood Prep
  - Maroon Eco
  - X-Out Melamine Pads
  - Microfiber Pads

We also offer sand screens, a complete line of hand and utility pads, and sponges to meet your facility's complete requirements.

It’s Easy Being Green!

Using Pro-Link pads reduces the impact on the environment – from the materials used to manufacture the product, to the factory they are made in.

- 100% of our polyester fiber comes from post consumer and industrial recycled waste such as soda and water bottles.
- Our binding process uses only water-based latex resins – no phenol-formaldehyde resins are used.
- All of our shipping cartons contain at least 45% recycled materials.
- Manufacturing Facility
  - Uses state-of-the-art equipment – increasing our energy efficiency by more than 30%.
  - Has an in-house water treatment facility that reduces our wastewater flow by 83%.
  - Operates under an EPA approved Clean Air Permit.

Choose Pro-Link floor, hand and utility pads to complement any facility’s green cleaning policy.

How many bottles does it take to make a case of pads?

- 38 12 ounce Water Bottles = 1 Case of 20” Floor Pads (5 pads)
- 12 2 Liter Soda Bottles = 1 Case of 20” Floor Pads (5 pads)
## Buffing, Cleaning, and Scrubbing Pads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>RPM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Red Buff</strong> FB5 (Pad size)</td>
<td>For light cleaning and buffing. Removes light scuff marks and dirt while producing a smooth, glossy finish. Ideal for daily spray buffing. Up to 800 RPM.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tan Buff</strong> FBT (Pad size)</td>
<td>For dry buffing and light cleaning. Removes light scuff marks and dirt while shining floors. Up to 800 RPM.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>White Polish</strong> FB6 (Pad size)</td>
<td>Extra fine pad for polishing clean dry floors. Use dry or with a fine water mist to produce a high gloss wet look to newly finished floors. Up to 1000 RPM.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black Strip</strong> FS1 (Pad size)</td>
<td>Designed for heavy duty wet stripping. Aggressively removes wax, dirt and finish. Up to 350 RPM.</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brown Strip</strong> FSB (Pad size)</td>
<td>Designed for wet stripping. Removes wax, dirt and finish in preparation for refinishing. Up to 350 RPM.</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eliminator Max Burgundy Strip</strong> DOM (Pad size)</td>
<td>For the heaviest duty stripping tasks. Extra heavy denier fiber, more abrasive grit and more open weave make this the ultimate stripping pad. Up to 350 RPM.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quick Strip</strong> HP (Pad size)</td>
<td>Extra aggressive stripping pad. Removes heavy buildup of wax, dirt and finish. Up to 350 RPM.</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time Saver Auto Scrub “The Pink One”</strong> FAS (Pad size)</td>
<td>The ultimate cleaning pad to use with auto scrubbers. Cleans light dirt and scuff marks, including black heel marks. Prepares floors for burnishing. Up to 350 RPM.</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blue Scrub</strong> FS3 (Pad size)</td>
<td>For light scrubbing or heavy duty spray cleaning. Removes dirt and scuff marks from heavily soiled floors prior to recoating. Up to 350 RPM.</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Green Scrub</strong> FSG (Pad size)</td>
<td>For heavy-duty wet scrubbing or light stripping. This pad will aggressively remove dirt and scuff marks from heavily soiled floors. Up to 350 RPM.</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CocoPad (under Burnishing Pads) is also great for daily cleaning with autoscrubbers up to 1000 RPM.

## Rectangular & Trapezoid Pads

Rectangular pads are designed for use on orbital/oscillating scrubbers. Trapezoid shape is for use with the Taski swingo XP automatic scrubber drier. The Taski unit uses a micro-rotating movement versus conventional rotary or cylindrical systems.

Both are available in a wide variety of pad types and sizes.
**Natural Max Hair Burnishing**  
*FNH (Pad Size)*  
UHS burnishing pad that contains the highest amount of hog hair. Perfect for higher solids and harder finishes which require a more aggressive pad to achieve the desired appearance. Up to 3000 RPM.

**Rub Out Burnishing**  
*FRB (Pad Size)*  
UHS burnishing pad with a special binder formulation that allows the pad to remove black marks and restore gloss. For medium to hard floor finishes. Up to 3000 RPM.

**Buckaroo® Natural Hair Pad**  
*FBB (Pad Size)*  
Ideal pad for high frequency burnishing on medium to hard floor finishes. Constructed of blended polyester and natural fibers, this pad performs well in heavy traffic applications due to its high gloss results, and light cleaning ability. Up to 3000 RPM.

**Aqua Burnishing**  
*FBA (Pad Size)*  
Formulated for high frequency burnishing on soft to medium floor finishes. Produces a brilliant gloss. Up to 3000 RPM.

**Natural Fiber Burnish Hair**  
*FB1 (Pad Size)*  
This pad contains a high content of natural fibers that produce a “wet look” finish. Ideal for minimal burnishing on hard surfaces. Up to 3000 RPM.

**Champagne Burnishing**  
*FCB (Pad Size)*  
Unique rubberized binder. For soft to medium floor finishes. Up to 3000 RPM.

**Natural Poly Burnish Hair**  
*FPB (Pad Size)*  
Ideal for use with propane burnishers but also works on all ultra high speed machines. For minimal burnishing on medium to hard finishes. Up to 3000 RPM.

**Joey® Burnish Pad**  
*FBJ (Pad Size)*  
Specially formulated for soft to medium floor finishes where frequent UHS burnishing is required. The pad lends itself well to retail applications due to the high gloss expectations and daily burnishing ability. Joey is manufactured with a unique fiber blend and increased density, which allows for longer life of the pad. Up to 3000 RPM.

**Beige Poly Thermal**  
*FB4 (Pad Size)*  
For thermal buffing and burnishing. Ideal for frequent burnishing on soft to medium finishes. Up to 3000 RPM.

**Baby Blue**  
*LL (Pad Size)*  
For burnishing soft floor finishes. May be used on a daily basis. Ideally suited for top dressing highly polished floors. Up to 3000 RPM.

**Natural Light Hair**  
*FNL (Pad Size)*  
Blended polyester and natural fibers. For frequent burnishing on soft to medium finishes. This pad produces an extra high gloss when buffing or burnishing. Up to 3000 RPM.

**Super Soft White Burnishing**  
*FSWB (Pad Size)*  
UHS burnishing pad with an ultra soft feel that allows you to burnish between coats of floor finish. Will create amazing shine without the 24 hour wait for curing. Ideal for finishes ranging from soft to hard. Up to 3000 RPM.
**SPECIALTY PADS**

**Maroon Eco**  
**MEP (Pad size)**  
This stripping pad meets today's challenge of being environmentally sound while producing superior results as it is designed for use without chemicals for wet or dry stripping and deep scrubbing. Its open web construction reduces build up on the pad's surface which gives it a longer cleaning life. Perfect for terrazzo, natural stone and VCT floors. Up to 350 RPM.

**Maroon Wood Prep**  
**FM (Pad size)**  
Pro-Link's thin line Maroon Wood Prep Pad has been specially designed to create a very fine cut pattern on cured water bases urethane finish, between coats. Up to 350 RPM.

**X-Out Melamine Floor Pad**  
**FX (Pad Size)**  
Effectively cleans floors producing outstanding results. Excellent for cleaning shallow grouted floors, periodic deep cleaning, and the removal of stubborn black marks. 100% open cell melamine Polymeric white foam for cleaning the floors and a brown non-woven backing. Best suited for standard speed machines: single disc, oscillating and automatic scrubbers.

**Microfiber Cleaning**  
**MFC (Pad Size)**  
Works great for daily cleaning. Will not damage the floor finish and extends the finish life. Pad may be used on a single disc or auto scrubber. Up to 350 RPM.

**Microfiber Burnishing**  
**MFB (Pad Size)**  
Ultra high speed burnishing pad has soft, fine fibers that will not damage the finish and helps eliminate powdering. Ideal for use on uneven surfaces. Will not burn floors. Reduces the potential for airborne dust. Up to 3000 RPM.

**Twister Floor Pads**  
Twister floor pads contain billions of microscopic diamonds to clean and polish the floor mechanically without the use of chemicals. They are the ideal solution for providing high gloss while restoring the beautiful features of your floor. Designed for use on terrazzo, natural stone, concrete, vinyl and composition tile floors.

Use the Twister 3-Step Process for restoration, then switch to daily maintenance using Twister Green.

**Twister Starter Pack**  
**TWI (Pad Size) P**  
Ideal for testing the Twister solution. Contains one each of the Twister White pad, Twister Yellow pad and Twister Green pad.

**Twister White**  
**TWI (Pad Size) W**  
800 Grit  
**Step 1:** Removes tiny scratches from the surface, leaving a clean, and well-prepared silky matte surface. For floors requiring heavy duty restoration.

**Twister Yellow**  
**TWI (Pad Size) Y**  
1500 Grit  
**Step 2:** Smooths out and prepares the floor for the final step – polishing. For floors requiring medium restoration.

**Twister Green**  
**TWI (Pad Size) G**  
3000 Grit  
**Step 3:** Polishes the floor to a high gloss. Ideal for regular maintenance on restored floors.

More aggressive Twister pads, black (TWB, 200 grit) and red (TWR, 400 grit) are also available.

Actual pad color is brown/black, with White, Green or Yellow color spot.
Hand Pads and Sponges

**WalnutPad®**
YU030  
6” x 9”
Made from crushed and ground walnut shells, a natural abrasive, this organic hand pad is perfect for use on tough cleaning applications. Designed with an open weave for holding residue. Scratch-resistant characteristics make it safe to use on most delicate surfaces.

**Light Duty Hand Pad**
YH198  
#98 White 6” x 9”
Soft, nonwoven fibers for stainless steel, copper, porcelain and ceramic.

**Medium Duty Hand Pad**
YH196  
#96 Green 6” x 9”
General purpose cleaning pad. Ideal for scrubbing pots, pans, countertops and cleaning dishes.

**Heavy Duty Hand Pad**
YH097  
#97 Black 6” x 9”
Aggressive for hard to clean surfaces. Ideal for grills, griddles, ovens, broilers, shop tools and concrete.

**Extra Heavy Duty Hand Pad**
YH096  
#86 Green 6” x 9”
Tough fibers and abrasives. Ideal for removing scuff marks on floors. Replaces scrapers, steel wool and metal sponges.

**Pot and Pan Pads**
Thick, open-mesh construction. Rinses out easily. Ideal for grimy maintenance equipment. 3.5” x 5”

**Polyfoam Sponges**

**Wave Scrubber Sponge**
YH200-A  
Durable, absorbent scouring and scrubbing sponge features non-scratch materials making it safe to use on all surfaces. Ideal for use in cleaning all kitchen utensils and counters. Manufactured with an antimicrobial agent, the scrubbing and scouring sponge minimizes odors by preventing bacteria build-up.

**Cellulose Sponges**

**Wave Scrubber Sponge**
YH200-A  
Durable, absorbent scouring and scrubbing sponge features non-scratch materials making it safe to use on all surfaces. Ideal for use in cleaning all kitchen utensils and counters. Manufactured with an antimicrobial agent, the scrubbing and scouring sponge minimizes odors by preventing bacteria build-up.

**Polyfoam Sponges**

**Medium Duty Pot Pad**
YU002

**Heavy Duty Pot Pad**
YU017

**X-Out Erasing Sponge**
YH210  
Cleans dirt and black marks quickly and easily without damaging the surface. Designed for use with water or a neutral pH detergent. Ideal for use in cleaning all water resistant above the floor vertical surfaces, such as walls, doors, and fixtures.

**Scouring Sponges**

**Stainless Steel Scrubber**
YU044
For tough cleaning chores. Won’t rust or splinter. Cleans, scours and polishes.

**X-Out Erasing Sponge**
YH210  
Cleans dirt and black marks quickly and easily without damaging the surface. Designed for use with water or a neutral pH detergent. Ideal for use in cleaning all water resistant above the floor vertical surfaces, such as walls, doors, and fixtures.
Utility Pads and Holders

Utility pads are ideal cleaning tools for reaching hard to get places like baseboards, stairs, under fixtures and furniture. All holders contain hundreds of tiny hooks on the base to secure utility pads firmly in place. The pad simply peels away from the holder for reversing or replacing. Each holder comes with one brown, one white, and one blue utility pad. All utility pads are 4.5” x 10”.

White Utility Pad
#84 Light Duty
FUP04
For delicate surfaces such as windows and ceramic tile.

Blue Utility Pad
Medium Duty
FUP03
All purpose cleaning for all surfaces from walls to baseboards.

Brown Utility Pad
#85 Heavy Duty
FUP02
For heavy-duty cleaning such as removing wax from baseboards.

Super Duty Black Pad
FUP05
Super-duty cleaning for removing finish buildup.

Extra Super Duty Black Pad
FUP17
The toughest utility pad for the toughest jobs.

Burgundy Utility Pad
Extra Heavy Duty
FUP18
For extra aggressive cleaning such as removing heavy buildup from floors.

Lock-on Swivel Pad Holder
FUP54
Lock-on feature accepts most handle sizes.

Threaded Swivel Pad Holder
FUP52
Accepts most threaded handles.

Sand Screen Discs

Sand Screen Discs are the answer to the “loaded” sanded surface that causes most ordinary sandpaper to be half-used. Use both sides, either wet or dry, to remove paint and to clean or finish hard surfaces.

60 Grit       FW1 (disc size)
80 Grit       FW2 (disc size)
100 Grit      FW3 (disc size)
120 Grit      FW4 (disc size)
150 Grit      FW5 (disc size)